TRUCK DRIVER C – CE
Every day you're leaving Zwijnaarde (near Ghent) to drive your cargo safely and on time to destinations across
Flanders . You have experience on the Belgian road network . After all, you have to find the fastest and safest way
from destination A to destination B. For our customers , you are our customer's business card, you will be in
direct contact with customers and suppliers.

Job description :
What are you going to do as a distribution driver?
• You are responsible for delivering and collecting goods , 20 to 30 stops a day .
• You are willing to do manual loading and unloading operations, with a pallet transporter
• You are flexible concerning working hours
• The administration of freight and on-board documents, European dishes, etc. are good for you
What can the distribution driver expect from us?
• A renewed truck fleet , DAF
• A job with a lot of variety, independence and responsibility
• Well-organized training code 95, ADR Collis , internal transport equipment
• Customized Training and guidance with a driver
• Extralegal benefits, such as bonus accident-free driving, group insurance and hospitalization insurance

Profile :
* Valid driving license cat. CE
* experience as a truck driver CE ( distribution)
* Experience loading and unloading at the quay
* ADR certificate - big plus
* Language : Good English ( speaking, reading and writing )
* Motivation and flexibility concerning working hours and duties .
* Working hours: Start often between 5 am-6pm (but can vary) and drive 11 am a day
* Trucks are loaded at night, the truck has to be picked up at the depot every time .

Offer :
* full time position from Monday till Friday ( all hours are being paid )
* salary starts at 11, 6475 euro/h + ARAB premium of 1, 3920 euro/h
* Transport refund
* Net Salary for Truck driver CE : 2100 euro/month and up

Interested?
Send Your cv to international.mobility@adecco.be with reference " Truck Driver CE "
https://www.vdab.be/jobs/vacatures/56733703/truck-driver-ce?sinds=9000&p=1&trefwoord=56733703
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